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Check Out Our Calendar of Events

Pro Shop/Office

The office and Pro Shop are open 10 to 5 Monday thru Saturday. All popular reloading
components are very hard to obtain so expect shortages and we have daily limits when
we do have them in stock.

GSSF MATCH JULY 23RD AND 24TH

ARPC is hosting the Glock Shooting Sports annual competition Saturday and Sunday
July 23rd and 24th. This is a really fun event to shoot and one where you can shoot all
your Glocks in different categories. If you are unfamiliar with this event please check
this link for more information HERE You will need to join GSSF and you can do that
ahead of time or at the match.

Also we are looking for ROs and other volunteers to help run the match. You will
receive work bond time and be in the drawing for two Glock pistol certificates. We will
provide a lunch for each day you work as well. We will give you time to shoot the
match so you don't miss out on the competition. If interested in helping out please
email Brian at execdirector@arpc.info

LEAD MINING ON THE RANGE IN AUGUST

We have hired MT2 to mine the lead off our ranges and bays. They are currently
scheduled for the first two weeks in August and will start on the Main Range. Expect
closures during this period and please check the website for daily updates. We are
sorry for the inconvenience but this project is part of our Environmental Stewardship
Program and conforms with Best Practices for Ranges with the EPA.

***THE ARPC EXPERIENCE***
Our First Annual ARPC Experience is in the books! Even though it was a very hot
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weekend we had a great event. Sam at Pig Out BBQ provided an incredible lunch from
a whole hog to strawberry shortcake. We had a great raffle drawing during lunch and
some participants won some great firearms and related gear provided by our awesome
sponsors. We thank all of our staff and sponsors. Watch the newsletter next Spring to
sign up for the 2nd Annual match!

High Power is back with a new twist!

This year ARPC rifle matches will start Saturday, June 18th, followed by match dates
July 23rd and August 20th . Starting at 8am we will have an early bird
Garand/Vintage/Military rifle match. It will consist of a non-registered CMP 35 round
military rifle course, reduced to 100 yards. A High power match will immediately
follow and start at 9am. The High Power match is an 88 round course reduced to 100
yards.
 
The match fee is $2 for the CMP match and $10 for the High power match. The match
fee covers our target costs. A limited supply of 30-06 and 30 carbine ammo is available
for use at the CMP match for $20 and the High Power match for $50. For anyone that
may want to save on ammo costs, we will allow either match to be shot with a rim fire
at a 50 yard reduced distance. If you are not familiar with shooting positions or are
physically limited we will also allow either match to be shot from the bench.
 
The rifle matches are a good way to learn the basics or improve your skills of rifle
shooting. The match is un-competitive and you will score your own target. All you
need for a rifle is one that can be loaded with a stripper clip, enbloc clip or detachable
magazine and two clips or magazines. Following the high power match we will have
awards and recognize the shooters in each of the rifle divisions.
                                                                        
If you are interested and never shot these types of matches, please contact Ben Lalonde
at lalonde@wvi.com. I can provide additional information and possibly even schedule
a time to meet with you to cover the safety rules, basic positions and equipment at the
range.

Letter from our Chief Instructor

So You Want to Conceal Carry! 
A primer

First off, as Chief Instructor, I am offering my opinions based on my training and
experience, and in no way should what I stay represent the only truths for concealed
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carry. This disclaimer represents the fact that there are many different sets of facts and
opinions, and I am not aware of any that stand out as being the ONLY way. So, learn
from many different sources, take what applies to you and your specific situation, and
discard the rest.

For the last 33 years I have been a consistent concealed carrier. I have seen many
changes in equipment, law, philosophy, and acceptance. If you want death by
powerpoint, please attend one of our classes where you can learn the required law and
safety. The intent of this article is to share some of my knowledge, for whatever that is
worth. 

The concealed carry lifestyle is often questioned as being paranoid, gun nut, etc. It is
also, at times, uncomfortable. The common saying is that concealed carry should not
be comfortable but rather comforting! Our right to protect ourselves and our loved ones
is paramount. So, once you have agreed to that, it becomes a matter of how best to fit
firearms into your everyday life. Finding the best carry gun, the best holster, the best
caliber, the best outfit …..these are all a matter of personal preference based a lot on
trial and error and advice from other sources. Be wary of advice! Learn from as many
sources as you can. 

Some have a carry gun rotation, using different holsters and guns depending upon the
season and the wardrobe. Some will only carry one gun one way. The best advice is
whatever you do, practice with what you carry so that you can draw from concealment
and place 2 rounds in the center of mass in under 2 seconds. This takes proper
instruction, training, and practice. Dry fire at least weekly and live fire at least
monthly. In our classes, we can help you with these skills.

OK, you have decided to carry. What should you wear? Will the gun be “printing” (the
outline of the gun under clothing)? There is a lot learned from watching YouTube and
reading articles and books. One will learn that larger waist pants are important. There
is a difference between inside the waist carry and outside the waist carry. What cover
garments can you wear and defeat quickly to get to the gun? Belly band carry is great
for both men and women. Ankle carry sounds great, and if young and agile enough,
works well, but for me with arthritis, that is not a good choice. Loose clothes, clothes
with patterns and lines and shapes (think Hawaiin shirts) make it easier to avoid
printing. Will you be driving a lot while carrying? Will you be sitting at a desk all day?
Are your clothes casual or more business wear? As it turns out, there may be many
more inventive choices for women than for men. Do you have a lockbox for your car
so you can leave your gun under your driver's seat if you need to go to the post office
or other prohibited area? Carry guns need more frequent cleaning as sweat and wear, as
well as lint, dirt, and other debris can interfere with the proper function of the gun.
Should you rotate your self defense ammo? Do you have ways to stage your gun
securely when not on body? And very importantly, do you know the laws of each
jurisdiction you will be traveling through?

There is much to learn and stay updated on. Carrying a gun responsibly is a
commitment not to be taken lightly. But remember: A gun is not a talisman that
magically keeps you safe just by virtue of its existence. Rather, it's a tool that, when
combined with other tools in your self-defense toolkit, can increase your personal
safety in unavoidable situations. It is a tool of last resort.

Finally, stay safe, stay knowledgeable, stay trained, and consider taking some of our
ARPC classes offered by our experienced instructor group. We are all NRA certified
and committed to providing the best training at the best price in our area. 



Jim Gallant
ARPC Chief Instructor
ci@arpc.info

ARPC Classes in June

Basic Handgun: July 3rd Cancelled
Safety & Basic Skills Evaluation: July 7
Concealed Carry: July 9th Cancelled
Indoor Range Safety: July 9th Cancelled
Skills Clinic: July 14th
AR Level 2: July 16th
AR Fundamentals: July 17
Handgun Level 2: (Split Class) July 20th & July 21st
Basic Handgun: July 30th

Private Instruction: Times to be determined on an individual basis

Please check out our calendar for more information regarding our classes.

To register for a class please email classes@arpc.info

Basic Handgun

Our Basic Handgun class at ARPC focuses on handgun familiarity and safety. There
are no prerequisites for this class. The intent is to provide basic training for those with
little or no shooting experience and for those who want a refresher on the basics. We
have had experienced shooters with no formal training benefit from taking this class.
Basic Handgun is 5 hours and participants will need a semi-auto handgun, and 50
rounds of new ammo (.380 to .45)

Safety & Basic Skills Evaluation

This is a Skills Evaluation Test to demonstrate that you possess the necessary skill
level to bypass our basic classes and advance into Level 1 Handgun or AR Level 1
THIS IS NOT AN INSTRUCTIONAL OR A TEACHING CLASS!!

Concealed Carry

In this class you will receive the training qualifying you to apply for both the Oregon
Concealed Handgun License and the Utah Concealed Firearm Permit. We teach both
because the Oregon permit is limited to Oregon only, so travel out of state is
problematic. The Utah concealed permit covers 32+ states. What makes this course
unique is that we also provide the photo, the two sets of fingerprints, the application,
and an addressed and stamped envelope for the Utah license, so after class you can just
drop it in the mailbox. ARPC is a non-profit organization and provides this service to
the community by helping to subsidize the cost of this class.
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Skills Clinic

The purpose of ARPC Classes is to ensure that you get the training you need to use
your firearm safely and proficiently. With this in mind, we are now offering a free
clinic that allows you to get additional training on one skill that was covered in the
ARPC classes that you passed. One Clinic per class please. 

AR Fundamentals

Our AR Fundamentals class at focuses on the modern sporting rifle (MSR) familiarity
and safety. There are no prerequisites for this class, as the intent is to provide basic
training for those with little or no shooting experience, and for those who want a
refresher on the basics. You may bring any modern sporting rifle (MSR), which
includes AR-15 style firearms and AK's, but please be aware that advanced classes will
be AR-15 (.223 or 5.56) only. AR Fundamentals is a 6 hour class and participants will
need a MRS, 60 rounds of new ammo, 2 mags holding 10 or more rounds. 

Trauma First Aid

This is a First Aid Class that will cover common injuries but includes more on the type
of injuries you might see while participating in shooting sports. This is a hands-on class
and may use a pig’s shoulder as a teaching aid. As an added bonus, you will receive a
CPR, AED, and Basic First Aid Certificate Card at no extra charge. 

Level 1 Classes

Handgun Level 1

This is the 3rd class in the ARPC AR sequence. The prerequisite is successful
completion of AR Level 1 We will build on the skills and the knowledge covered in
the previous classes. AR Level 2 will be 6 hours and participants will need to bring a
AR-15, 200 rounds of new ammo either .223 or 5.56 (no reloads, armor piercing, or
green tip), at least 2 mags holding 10 or more rounds, and a mag pouches are required.

AR Level 1

Level 2 handgun is the 3rd class in the ARPC handgun sequence. We will build on the
skills and the knowledge covered in the previous classes. The prerequisite is successful
completion of Level 1 Handgun. Level 2 Handgun will be 6 hours and participants will
need to bring a semi-auto handgun (.380 to .45) or a revolver, 200 rounds of new
ammo (no reloads), and outside the wait holster, and a speed reloader if using a
revolver.

Newsletter Classifieds Policy

All Sale/Wanted Items are on a monthly basis. If you wish to place an ad or have your
ad continue to run , you will have to inform us either by email (frontoffice@arpc.info)
or in-person no later than the 25th of each month. NO PICTURES.

Classified Section
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FOR SALE:
Fresh commercially re-manufactured ammo. All bullets are fully polymer coated
All offered in 100 Round boxes with the exception of 9mm which is 250 Rounds. All
ammo in stock but subject to prior sale.
380 95grRN, 9mm 125 Gr Conical, 38Spl 158gr, SWC, 357 Mag 158gr SWC, 10 mm
180gr Tc,
40S&W 180gr TC, 44Spl 200gr AWC, 45 Colt 250gr RNFP, 45ACP 230gr RN
CALL FOR MOR INFO
PRICES AND AVAILBILITY,
ED 541-971-5010

FOR SALE:
Vintage Enfield 303 British rifle. No. 4 MK1. Good condition. About 200 rounds of
ammo, bayonet and case included. $475. Please email Jacho Eaton
at netguy@aceweb.com

FOR SALE:
Sig 516 AR-15 in great condition (estimated less than 1,000 rounds fired) bundled with
approximately 750 rounds of .556 ammo, six 30 round pmags, podavach speed loader,
bipod, Primary Arms 3x LER Red Dot Magnifier Gen IV with side flip, bushnell
trophy trs-25 red dot sight on a leapers high profile riser, magpull collapsible stock,
Troy sling, and a lockable case. Asking $1,750 OBO; not willing to break the bundle
down to individual sales. 

Contact Robert at GoneOregon@gmail.com 

FOR SALE:
1987 Ruger Redhawk Stainless .41 Magnum 5.5” barrel in excellent condition. Hogue
Monogrip installed, but includes original wood grip panels. Original box and manual.
722 rounds 220 gr FMJ FP factory reload target ammo and 278 rds empty brass
included. 20 rds Winchester 175 Gr Silvertip HP hunting/ SD ammo. Also included:
Nylon ambidextrous holster, 2 HKS speedloaders, 6 snap caps and a boresnake cleaner.
$1795 for all. Pictures available on request. All offers considered.
.44 pistol ammo:
            50 rds .44 Magnum Remington UMC 180 gr JSP
            40 rds .44 Magnum Remington 240 gr JSP
            50 rds .44 Magnum Remington 240 gr lead gas check SWC
            23 rds .44 Magnum Blazer aluminum case 240 gr lead SWC
            20 rds .44 Special Winchester Super-X 200 gr Silvertip Hollow Point
            60 rds .44 Special factory reloaded 215 gr SWC
            21 .44 special brass
            23 .44 magnum brass
$250 For all. All offers considered.
Uncle Mike’s Sidekick size 4 SCOPED right-handed vertical shoulder holster. Was
used for a SCOPED Taurus long barreled .44 magnum revolver. $20 OBO
8-Master brand keyed trigger locks. All differently keyed. $5 each OBO
Once fired brass (not cleaned, polished or deprimed): Make me an offer!
2060-.45 ACP
2600-9mm
270-.380 auto
895-.223/5.56x45
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killshot80@yahoo.com
(541)760-3425 Ask for Joe.

FOR SALE:
CLASSIFIED AD

LEUPOLD MARK AR 30 mm INTEGRAL MOUNTING SYSTEM
NEW IN THE BOX $80

LEUPOLD RIFLEMAN DETACHABLE RINGS 30mm NEW IN BOX $20

CCI 400 SMALL RIFLE PRIMERS 4x100 $16

223 REM AMMO

SIERRA BLITZKING 223 REM PRAIRIE ENEMY 55 gr. 3 BOXES OF 20 $20/BOX
FRONTIER WITH HORNADY 223 REM 68 gr BTHP MATCH 2 BOXES OF 20
$12/BOX
FEDERAL GOLDMEDAL SIERRA MATCHKING 223 rem 55gr. 3 BOXES OF 20
$18/BOX
AMMO INC. 223 REM 55 gr. BALLISTIC TIPPED NOSLER VARMAGEDDON 10
BOXES OF 20 $25/BOX

223 REM AND 5.56 BRASS

1. 1400/.223 rem brass once fired - washed and decapped $.12/piece
2. 2400/5.56 brass once fired washed only $.10/piece
3. 700/5.56 brass once fired- processed-decapped, swaged, corn cob in tumbler, fl

sized, trimmed, chamfered inside and out, primer pocket and flash hole
conformed. $.20/pieces

ANTHONY OTTOMBRINO
619-600-8136 LEAVE MESSAGE
mottombrino@gmail.com

FOR SALE:
Berretta 682-28" O/U Barrels; 12 gauge Barrels with Briley Matched Weight Tubes
(with Screw In Chokes) in. 410 gauge, .28 gauge. Has an adjustable comb. Includes an
American Aluminum Gun Case for the entire set. Gun is in good condition and not
heavily used. Pictures available.
$2,500. OBO
Keith Meyer
541-231-8487

Membership Account Access

We are utilizing QuickBooks Online to simplify the renewal and New Member
process. This is a simple and safe system to use. We will email you an invoice. With a
few simple clicks and your credit card information your dues will be paid. You will
receive an emailed receipt showing your dues are paid. You can also mail us a check or
pay in person. As an ARPC member you have access to your own section of the
website. In that section you can update your mailing address and email
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address. Forgotten your login information? No problem. Just email the office and we'll
send a reminder to your email address that we have on file.

Friends of ARPC
Please support these businesses who advertise for us.

Badman Bullets
Thor Targets

Tick Licker Firearms
JNC Gunsmithing

 FIFTY1FIFTY TACTICAL
Shepherd Custom Arms

M2 Outdoor Sports
Northwest Self-Defense Education

Sportsman's Warehouse
Coastal Farm

Oregon Firearms Federation
G.A.S. Inc

Linn County Mounted Posse
Counter Strikes International

McCluskey Arms

ARPC
Website

About UsAbout Us 
Albany Rifle and Pistol Club is centrally located in Linn County, Oregon and consists

of six ranges. We are a membership club; however, we feature a wide variety of
shooting disciplines and educational classes that are open to the public. Contact us to

schedule a range tour. You'll like what you see. 
Office and Pro Shop Hours, Monday through Saturday, 10AM-5PM 

Albany Rifle and Pistol Club | 541-491-3755 | office@arpc.info | www.arpc.info

Copyright © 2019 · All Rights Reserved · Albany Rifle and Pistol Club and
Firearms Training Facility, LLC, provides this newsletter "as is" and makes no
representations, warranties or endorsements, expressed or implied, in relation

to this newsletter or the information and materials provided in this
newsletter. Locate your member number in this edition within ten days of

receipt and call to win a $20 gift certificate to the Pro Shop! 
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